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Libraries can be used very extensively providing that teachers,
librarians, and administrators can motivate the use of their wealth of
information. According to Joseph F, Shuberts
School library service has been slowed in its development be¬
cause large nvimbers of teachers and administrators do not know what
the library can contribute to the total school program. This fact
has been acknowledged by school librarians for many years, and the
struggle to have the library emphasized in the professional educa¬
tion of teachers and administrators has been going on nearly as
long.l
Library experience has been a challenging encounter for both
teacher and student. It is necessary for the teacher to help the stu¬
dent create a feeling of ownership and pride in this valuable possession.
The modern high schools are constructed with open shelf libraries
in order to make books readily accessible for student use. Library edu¬
cation, then, becomes a must for the student user. The writer agrees
with Lucile Fargo that although open shelf libraries are desirable, it
is necessary to go a step beyond and teach boys and girls how to locate
books on the shelves, and how to answer their own questions in minimum
time and effort. She further states that, when there is a trained
^Joseph F. Shubert, "Developing Interest in the School Library,"
Wilson Library Bulletin. XX (October, 1955), 172.
1
2
student group one librarian can accomplish twice as much as another
librarian with an untrained group.^ The rewards of self education are
valuable to the student library user as a result of his ability to use
the library and Its resources. The trained student then, will In turn
possibly become an Incentive for the group of which he Is a part.
Purpose and Scope
The purposes of this study are: (1) to ascertain what methods
are employed In motivating high school students to use the library by
analyzing a group of selected articles published from 1955 through 1958,
dealing with methods of motivation, and (2) to administer a question¬
naire to gather data reporting methods actually used by a sample of In-
service high school librarians.
It Is hoped that this study will reveal to librarians the value
of Improving and varying the methods which are now employed In moti¬
vating high school students to use the library, and as a result to
Increase library attendance.
Methodology
An analysis will be made of a selected group of articles Indexed
In Library Literature.^ The Readers* Guide to Periodical Literature.^ and
The Education Index.^ The following procedures will be used:
^Luclle F. Fargo, The Library In the School (Chicago; American
Library Association, 1939), pp. 107-108.
^Library Literature (New York: H. W. Wilson Co., 1955-58).
q
The Readers* Guide to Periodical Literature (New York: H. W.
Wilson Co., 1955-58).
^The Education Index (New York: H. W. Wilson Co., 1955-58).
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1. Selecting articles that contain methods of motivating high
school students to use the library.
2. The articles will be analyzed in order to show the frequency
of motivation methods as indicated by the number of refer¬
ences to them found in periodicals written during the period
from January 1955 through December 1958.
3. A comparison will be made of the methods found in the arti¬
cles with the methods used in a selected number of high
school libraries.
4. The methods already in use will be compared with those not
so prevalently used in the selected group of high school
libraries.
5. The articles will be recorded in chronological order under
methods of motivation as found in Library Literature.^ and
The Teacher-Librarian*s Handbook.^
6. These articles will be tabulated to determine the number
that are included for each method during the stated period.
Under the general heading of School Libraries the following sub¬
jects will be treated: Instruction, Publicity, Exhibits, Pupil Reading
Interests, Guidance, Student Assistants, Library Clubs, Audio-Visual
Aids, Relations with Teachers and Curriculum, Informal Book Talks, Book
Reviews, and Annotated Book Lists.
The bibliography will be listed chronologically by year accord¬
ing to the number of articles published each year for the four year
period beginning January 1955 and ending December 1958. Under each
year the articles will be arranged alphabetically according to the
author, title of the article, source, volume, date of publication and
the page or pages from which each article is taken.
^Library Literature, op, cit.
9
Mary Peacock Douglas, The Teacher-Librarian’s Handbook (Chicago:
American Library Association, 1949).
CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS OF THE ARTICLES
Analysis of the Articles by Date
According to the Indexes consulted^ there were 142 titles of
articles that dealt with the use of the high school library. One hun¬
dred and fourteen of these articles were read and found to contain from
one to twelve of the motivational methods used In this study. During
the four year period it was revealed that the largest number of articles
37, or 33 per cent were published In 1958* The second largest numher 28,
or 25 per cent were published in 1957, and in 1955, 26 or 22 per cent,
the third largest number were published. The smallest number of arti¬
cles which Is 23 or 20 percent, were released In 1956 (see Table 1).
TABLE 1
NUMBER OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO YEAR








Analysis of the Articles by Source
The 114 articles were selected from the library and educational
periodicals. One hundred and four of the articles were found in library
Journals. The Wilson Library Bulletin was the source of 34 articles
which is the largest number found in one publication; the Library
Journal contained 33 articles, the second largest number; American
Library Association Bulletin contained 12; School Libraries contained
TABLE 2
ANALYSIS OF THE ARTICLES BY SOURCE
Periodicals Library Education Total
Wilson Library Bulletin 34 » » • 34
Library Journal
American Library Association
33 ♦ • • 33
Bulletin 12 • « • 12
School Libraries 8 • • ♦ 8
Illinois Libraries 6 « « « 6
Arkansas Libraries 2 • • • 2
High School Journal « ♦ • 2 2
Science 2 2
Audio-Visual Guide » ♦ « 1 1
Catholic Library World 1 « « « 1
Clearing House ♦ » « 1 1
Educational Forum « * « 1 1
Educational Screen • • » 1 1
Florida Libraries 1 • » * 1
Michigan Library News 1 • • * 1
Mississippi Library News
National Education Association
1 • « • 1
Journal
National Education Association
• • • 1 1
Research Bulletin ♦ ♦ « 1 1
North Carolina Libraries 1 • • • 1
Ohio Library Association Bulletin 1 • « # 1
Publishers' Weekly 1 « • « 1
Saturday Review of Literature 1 « • • 1
School Librarian 1 « • • 1
Total 104 10 114
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eight; Illinola Libraries, two; Catholic Library World. Michigan Library
News. Mississippi Library News. North Carolina Libraries. Publishers^
Weekly. Saturday Review of Literature and School Librarian each con¬
tained one article.
Ten of the articles were found In educational periodicals. The
High School Journal and Science Journal contained two articles each;
Audio-Visual Guide. Clearing House. Educational Forum. Educational
Screen. National Education Association Journal and National Education
Association Research Bulletin each contained one article (see Table 2).
Twenty-eight of the articles were not located which Is the rea¬
son 114 articles are used In this study Instead of 142. The articles
which were not located are published In the following periodicals:
Alabama Libraries. Catholic Library World. Illinois Library Association
Record. Maryland Libraries. Missouri Library Association Quarterly. New
Jersey School Librarian. Ontario Library Review.. School Library Associ¬
ation of California Bulletin. Texas Library Journal and Top of the News
are the library sources.
The articles In 11 education journals that were not located are
listed Ini American Childhood. Baltimore Bulletin of Education. Catholic
School Journal. High Points. High School Journal. National Association
of Secondary School Principals Bulletin. National Parent Teachers.
Pioneer. School Activities. School Arts and School Executive,
Analysis of the Articles by Content
The articles published from 1955 through 1958 contained varied
methods of motivating the use of the high school library. Pupil Reading
Interests and Teacher Relationships with Librarians that motivate
7
Library Use were most frequently discussed by the authors. Instruction
and Guidance were the second most frequently discussed methods. Public*
ity. Exhibits and Displays rated third; Student Assistants^ Audio-Visual
Aids, Annotated Book Lists, Library Clubs, and Book Talks are listed in
order of the frequency. Book Reviews were discussed the least number of
times by the authors.
Table 3 shows the frequency of the motivational methods. Five
hundred thirty-eight references were made to 12 categories. Twenty-
three periodicals were located and used in this study. Fifteen were
library periodicals and eight were educational.
Teacher Relationships with Librarians that Motivate Library Use
were discussed 80 times in the 23 periodicals. Pupil Reading Interests
were discussed 76 times. Guidance 64 times. Instruction 63 times. Public¬
ity 57 times. Exhibits and Displays 47 times. Student Assistants 39
times, Audio-Visual Aids 34 times. Library Clubs 21 times. Informal Book
Talks 16 times, and Book Reviews 10 times.
Authors of Articles
The 114 articles were written by 122 authors; 48 of this number
were high school librarians; 15 were junior high school librarians; and
two were student assistants. The 42 listed as others were college or
university librarians, library school Instructors, former librarians, or
educators and administrators who have written articles relating to the
use of the high school libraries. In 1957 and 1958 four articles were
written by the same authors who published articles in 1955 and 1956.
Because of changes in positions two of these authors were counted again,
and two who remained at the same position were not counted again. Ten
TABLE 3
ANALYSIS OF THE ARTICLES ACCORDING TO THE FREQUENCY OF THE MOTIVATIONAL METHODS
Motivational Methods TeacherRelationships withLibrar ansth t MotivateLibr ryUse
1
PupilReadingInt rests Guidance Instruction Publicity ExhibitsandDisplay StudentAssistants Audio-Visuald AnnotatedB okLis s LibraryClubs InformalB okTalks BookReviews Total
Periodicals
Wilson Library Bulletin 24 20 19 22 20 19 18 10 9 7 9 4 181
Library Journal 21 20 16 15 13 10 10 10 9 5 3 2 134
American Library Associ-
atlon Bulletin 10 11 10 8 6 3 1 5 2 2 « • • • 00 58
School Libraries 8 7 6 5 5 3 3 1 3 • • • 1 2 44
Illinois Libraries 5 4 3 4 3 3 2 3 2 2 • • • 1 32
High School Journal 2 2 1 1 1 1 « ♦ • 1 1 • » « 1 0 0 0 11
Catholic Library World 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 10
Arkansas Libraries 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 • • » • • • 1 • • • 9 0 0 9
Science 1 2 • • ♦ • • ♦ 2 • • • • • • 2 • • • • • • 1 8
Ohio Library Association




















































































































































































































































IDENTITY OF AUTHORS OF THE ARTICLES, 1955-1958
Authors 1955 1956 1957 1958 Total
High School Librarians 14 8 12 14 48
Junior High School Librarians 2 6 3 4 15
Student Assistants « • • 2 • # • ♦ • • 2
Others 8 7 11 16 42
Joint Authors 1 4 2 3 10
Authors not given 2 ♦ « « 2 1 5
Total 27 27 30 38 122
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of the articles were written by joint authors} one was a school library
specialist, and nine were educators in supervisory or instructional
fields. No authors were given for five of the articles.
Teacher relationships with librarians that motivate library
use.—Cooperation is an important factor which creates understandable
relations between the faculty and the librarian. Since the library
reaches into the classroom and the work of the classroom is extended
into the library the librarian is concerned with the teacher's plans
and objectives. Although the library is used by all the teachers, the
English teachers' constant use of reading materials bring closer rela¬
tions between faculty and librarian.
Some of the things the English teacher expects of the librarian
have been pointed out by Albert K. Ridout^ who says that the library is
expected to be orderly and quiet with well stocked shelves of reference
books and other books for general reading ranging from easy reading to
those most inspiring to the best students. First in importance the
English teacher expects a library in which the students feel welcome.
2
Anne Izard points out that teachers should visit the library
for browsing and, for professional reading. It is necessary for the
teacher to visit the library before bringing in a class, and to find
out what materials are available before making assignments that require
library use,
^Albert K. Ridout, "Toward Closer Cooperation," Library Journal.
LXXX (October 15, 1955), 2348.
2
Anne Izard, "Toward Closer Cooperation," Library Journal. LXXX
(October 15, 1955), 2347.
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According to Frederick R. Cyphert^ enough librarians do not
visit the classrooms, nor do they know the plans of the teachers or of
the curriculum. Book titles suggested by teachers are among the methods
welcomed by librarians, while teachers welcome book lists and library
materials suitable for their subject areas. Both librarians and class¬
room teachers are responsible for motivating students to use the library.
Pupil reading Interests,—Opinions of authors differ in telling
why pupils are Interested in various types of reading. To get the right
book into the hands of the right child is one of the problems of libra¬
rians and Instructors, Philip H, Falk says:
One of the preliminary basic tasks In problem solving is that of
gathering pertinent data from as many divergent sources as possible,,.
Schools in a democracy must, therefore, provide stimuli and oppor¬
tunity for problem solving. The school library is the fountain head
for data on almost every conceivable kind of problem. 2
Pupils who come to the library voluntarily or by scheduled
classes are privileged to select books that are most appealing to them.
Dwight Burton writes In Florida Libraries;
The youngster and early adolescent, especially, is completely
audacious in his beliefs. His fascination with the bizarre Is the
stepping stone from child fantasy to the eternal awe of the unknown
and the occult. The slimy, crypt-dwelling monster of the comic
book, is simply the creature of the intermediate stage of develop¬
ment, and is presented at a higher level of artistry by Edgar Allan
Poe, the favorite storyteller of the junior high school student,,,.3
He points out changes in student reading interests as changes
^Frederick R, Cyphert, "The Junior-High-School Library Develops
Investigative Skills," The Clearing House. XXXII (October, 1958), 107,
^Philip H. Falk, "Changes in School Library Service to Meet
Changes in School Program," American Library Association Bulletin. LI
(April, 1957), 266.
q
Dwight Burton, "Reading Interests and the Search for the "I,"
Florida Libraries. VIII (September, 1957), 8,
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occur In normal growth and development*
The Junior high schooler Is more likely to associate beauty with
a dog and the natural sounds of the swamp than wlth^ say, a field of
daffodils, but the beauty of the daffodils or a Grecian um or a
stand of birch trees or a brickyard by moonlight may become real
later, through the alchemy of experience or verbal symbols as the
pupil develops that power of the "Inward eye which Is the bliss of
solitude"....!
The authors agree with Reba Burtls,^ a librarian, who says that
books handled by students when they are helping the librarian straighten,
dust, or stamp are a possible means of Inciting Interest. Adella
Murchln says:
Working with book Jackets always wins readers. The pictures
lure them on to read the blurbs. Indifferent or reluctant readers
come to life as they put on the cellophane covers* A book tempts
them and they Jot down a title. Through giving a needed service
to the library they gain confidence and an Interest In books.3
Pupil Reading Interests depend largely upon the experiences and
ability of the Individual. To Inspire pupils to read good books Is a
challenge to teachers and librarians.
Guidance.-“-Students need guidance In learning to use the library
as well as the other phases of the curriculum. The librarian has the
responsibility of guiding teachers and students In the selection and use
of Items that are best suited for solving the problems at hand. Philip
H. Falk states here:
The library Is a place for work and quiet recreational reading,
not horseplay. It Is a friendly, helpful, relaxed, relatively quiet
^Ibld*. p. 19.
^Reba Burtls, "The Role of the Librarian In the Reading Program,"
Wilson Library Bulletin. XXX (December, 1955), 330.
3Adella Murchln, "Library Work Converts even the Reluctant
Reader," Library Journal. LXXX (April 15, 1955), 966.
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laboratory. If possible a small conference room Is provided for
groups whose "din of Industry" might disturb others. Freedom In a
library must be learned^ as elsewhere^ In digestible amounts. The
extent of control-composed or self—must be commensurate with the
work to be done. The shift from Imposed to self control Is made
as rapidly as the maturity of children permits.1
Guidance as discussed by the authors Includes library^ social^
emotional, reading, and vocational assistance. Nell Kerr In Illinois
Libraries writes:
Guidance Is concerned with the student's growth and development
In all areas of life, the objective of the program being happy Indi¬
viduals with well rounded, stable personalities. Since the library
gives direct assistance to the student educationally, socially and
vocationally. It Is to be expected that the library will not only
cooperate with the counseling department but that In the smaller
schools which do not have an organized plan of guidance It will
accept the leading role In the guidance program....^
She points out the necessity for the librarian to know basic
principles of guidance and to correlate these with the primary alms of
the school library.
The field of library guidance Is very broad. The library must
meet general curricular reading needs and also offer literature for
enjoyment; It must assist In vocational and social adjustment by
providing up-to-date materials In the fields of social guidance....
Good teen-age fiction Is very useful, as are books of etiquette
and life adjustment pamphlets. Biographies are also needed In help¬
ing students understand human nature. Quite often problems of per¬
sonal appearance, make-up, and behavior can be discussed very Infor¬
mally by the librarian and the student, at which time suggested
books and pamphlets should be available.^
The authors agree that the library's supply of vocational mate¬
rials Invites students and aids In developing Interests In occupational
^Philip H. Falk, op. clt.. p. 267.
^Nell Kerr, "Guidance In the Secondary School Library," Illinois
Libraries. XXXIX (May, 1957), 142.
%ld.. p. 143.
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capacities. The display of these materials attracts the attention of
student library users who are often In need of material relative to
Immediate problems and difficulties.
Instruction.—-There are varied theories on the place for library
Instruction In the school's program. Violet E, Peterson^ was In favor of
Integrating all Instruction with regular classroom work. This method
failed to reach every student; therefore, a planned program of library
Instruction was developed for use In grades seven through 12. The
authors agree on the fact that library Instruction Is most often taught
In the English classes. Since science and social studies teachers are
among the major users of the library. Instruction In Its use Is often
correlated with the classroom activities.
The librarian has the responsibility of teaching the use of the
library to all the students. This may be done by visits to the class¬
rooms or by scheduled class periods In the library. Dr. Jay E. Greene
asserts:
In addition to assisting with the planning of curriculum and
units of work, the school librarian must be expert In teaching the
use of materials. In collaborating with other teachers. In under¬
standing adolescents. In knowing available materials.2
He too, advocates the fact that school librarians must be trained
to teach. No matter how well they know tools and materials, they must
know how to teach children with all the Implications of that expression*
With a knowledge of the fundamentals of the library, students
^Violet E. Peterson, "Library Instruction In the High School,"
Wilson Library Bulletin. XXX (October, 1955), 180.
Jay E. Greene, "High School Level," American Library Associa¬
tion Bulletin^. LI (February, 1957), 84.
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can venture far and wide In the world of books and related materials.
According to Byrd Fanlta Sawyer,^ no two schools have the same problems
In library Instruction and undoubtedly there are many answers to the
problem of teaching library skills*
Edith Bahlgren says:
The library training of pupils Is one of the difficult aspects
of the problem. Group Instruction of a library club^ Is advisable;
so, too. Is the use of a carefully constructed manual. The bright
pupil learns quickly and can soon teach others to handle those
duties. The librarian must always be alert to challenge and Inspire
the talented ones, so they will not become bored with any one task.^
One of the alms of library Instruction Is to develop the library
habit, therefore. Instruction enables the student to obtain the knowledge
and self-confidence needed to make visits to the library meaningful.
Publicity.—This method of motivating the use of the library Is
a means of presenting the library wares to the prospective users.
School and local newspapers and magazines frequently carry articles
that describe the activities of the library.
In one subject area Donald Brost, a high school music director,
used the library to secure Infoirmatlon for his music students. He
declares:
We wanted a course that would help to develop Intelligent lis¬
tening to all kinds of music, not merely trying to make the young¬
ster like classical music but to rather really understand all types
of music, how It Is made, how It came about, the historical signifi¬
cance of the music—whether It be jazz, folk or symphonic.^
^Byrd Fanlta Sawyer, "We Can Use Our Library," Wilson Library
Bulletin. XXXII (February, 1958), 434.
^Edlth W. Dahlgren, "The School Library Helps the Gifted Child,"
Wilson Library Bulletin. XXXIII (October, 1958), 141.
Donald Brost, "The School's Music Program," American Library
Association Bulletin. LI (February, 1957), 85.
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He relates that the resources of the library were drawn heavily
upon in a unit on instrument recognition, for which books, recordings,
films, film strips, and magazines were utilized.
To publicize the library in the field of mathematics Ruth Hennig,
a librarian, wrote:
Math classes came to the library according to their schedule,
and each pupil received a number as she entered. Since the tables
were also numbered this directed each pupil where to sit and what
games to play. At given intervals, all changed places, mathemat¬
ically as it were, for the number 5 was added to pupil's number
card each time a move was made.
In fun pupils had had mental gymnastics working out problems
with coins, matches, paper problems, cut out and put together
puzzles. The braintwisters were stimulating and of very ancient
lineage....!
Book titles may be publicized with dramatizations for assembly
programs that may be used during Book Week. Lillian F. Brinnon^ sug¬
gested in Wilson Library Bulletin that book marks may be distributed and
Book Week posters displayed also* The authors refer to book displays,
the use of bulletin boards, the use of public address systems to an¬
nounce and discuss new books, and National Library Week activities as
publicity methods that have been used to motivate student interest in
using the high school library.
Exhibits and displays.—The bulletin board serves as a stimulus
for motivating library use. Cooperation between teachers, librarians
and students help make this method effective.
^Ruth M. E. Hennig, "Library Stages Math Carnival," Library
Journal. LXXX (October 15, 1955), 2359.
^Lillian F. Brinnon, "What's My Title?" Wilson Library Bulletin.
XXXII (October, 1957), 141.
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June Berry, a librarian, urges librarians to take advantage of
the exhibit, to evaluate its services, and to consider its wider use in
the schools. She explains traditional, book, seasonal, educational and
curricular exhibits emphasizing their relations with classroom activi¬
ties. One advantage she points out is:
Whenever possible, the librarian should coordinate exhibits with
more than one class, and thus, by broadening the theme, include mate¬
rials of vital interest to a wider audience. For example, a class
in world history may be studying the United Nations, and an American
history class the contributions of immigrants to American culture.
These may be integrated in one exhibit on KNOWING YOUR NEIGHBORS or
ONE WORLD.
A curricular exhibit may be initiatory, developmental, or a
culminating activity. As the introduction to a unit, it can arouse
Interest, encourage questions, motivate research, and generally
launch the unit. As the developmental or culminating activity, the
library exhibit may be the result of work accomplished by the stu¬
dents in the classroom, or by the teacher and librarian in a coop¬
erative undertaking.^
A good bulletin board must have a central idea. The theme may
be selected from current events, from group activities, from hobbles or
from the curriculunu Requirements for a good bulletin board Include
neatness, attractiveness, htamor and drama. Kenneth Marantz, an art
consultant, speaks:
As salesmen, you have a willing tool in your bulletin boards for
getting your sales pitch across. They are your posters, ads, bill
boards—in siim, your means of enticing the public to buy your pro¬
duct. The old saw that a picture is worth a thousand words is trite
but true. Found a student's ear with advice and the reaction is
usually negative; but tease him a little bit, dangle a bit of bait
before his eyes—and see him snap at the line you are holding. Now
obviously, if you are to get the poor fish to bite you must promise
him more for his time spent than comic books or television. One
method for coaxing him into the cult of the reader's circle is the
^June Berry, "Using Exhibits to Enrich the Curriculiom," Wilson
Library Bulletin. XXXI (March, 1957), 536.
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effective use of display surfaces. A good bulletin board can stimu¬
late; a poor one Is nothing. Is flat. Is Ineffectual.!
Four broad categories Introduced here are: theme, organization,
materials, tone. Librarians have materials at hand for making bulletin
boards that are appealing In color, design and content. Teacher libra¬
rian cooperation Is enhanced through the use of exhibits and displays.
Students are motivated by participation and by the attractiveness of
constant changes.
Student assistants.—The effectiveness of the library can be In¬
creased by the use of student assistants. Here Is an opportunity for
those students Interested In library work to learn more about Its ser¬
vices. Mary Norene Busch^ relates that school library service provides
the stimulus which might lead the student to choose library work as his
profession.
Here Is an opportunity for gifted students to utilize their
spare time to a practical and meaningful advantage. The fascination of
library work Is challenging and Inviting to those who possess creative
abilities and Interests.
Vera B. Melton says:
Once sufficient quantity and quality of student help Is selected,
the task Is under way. Such students must have detailed Instruc¬
tions and guidance In using the library themselves and later helping
others to use It. A sound appreciation of the resources and the
library policies and procedures must be Instilled In the minds of
the helpers. Once the assistants are educated, they can go a long
way In creating the right attitudes among others.^
^Kenneth Marantz, "Your Bulletin Board-Servant Not Master,"
Wilson Library Bulletin. XXIX (March, 1955), 538.
2
Mary Norene Busch, "Library Routines Plus!" Library Journal.
LXXX (January 15, 1955), 170.
^Vera B. Melton, "School Library Assistants—Practicing What We
Preach," North Carolina Libraries. XVI (June, 1958), 114,
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Students will be what they live, she continues:
We preach education for effective citizenship. What better way
is there to practice this than by giving students an opportunity to
know the resources of the library, which exists for them anyway, and
by providing for them opportunities to help fellow-students to make
more use of it? The more effectively this program is carried out
the smaller becomes the so-called "discipline problem" in the school
or public libraries.!
After pointing out some of the questions librarians ask, Dorothy
Pierman, a high school librarian, has this to say:
Student helpers, like all students, need instruction and direc¬
tion, but they feel proud of their responsible positions—checking
books in and out, collecting fines, writing overdue notices, design¬
ing bulletin boards, keeping circulation records, delivering attend¬
ance slips, shelving books, keeping the magazines up to date—in
fact tasking over all the mechanics of running a library.... As a
rule, volunteer students can be managed better than paid clerical
help, and what they lack in experience is overbalanced by their
habit of accepting directions. The librarian should be freed from
small details so that readers can be served.^
Two library assistants speak for themselves and tell how the
experience in library work is helping them. They will know how to find
their way around in a college or university library, or will be prepared
to help themselves should the need for a job occur.
Audio-visual aids.—One of the recent methods of motivating stu¬
dents to use the library is through the media of audio-visual aids.
This method can attract the attention of the non-reader and help him
become aware of the valuable information books contain. As his curios¬
ity is stimulated his desire to read can be encouraged. Virginia
Tozier, in Wilson Library Bulletin, favors audio-visual aids as a method
^Ibid.. p. 115.
^Dorothy Pierman, "Freedom With the Law of Silence," Wilson
Library Bulletin. XXXII (April, 1958), 579,
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of motivating voluntary reading. She says:
As competition for the student's time becomes more Intense, more
stimulation should be given to his Interest in reading through books
of more immediately practical value to him. Up-to-date, timely
books will be read, and provide vicarious experience to youth.
Through films, trips, radio and television programs curiosity can be
guided into a will to learn by means of the enrichment reading in
books, or it can be killed by dull and repetitious or inappropriate
material.1
In School Libraries. Edward T. Schofield declares:
In many school libraries today the provision of non-book materi¬
als is basically a library service. Possessed of the "know how" of
non-book materials the librarian generally functions in three ave¬
nues of service related to audio-visual aids. They include: (1)
information and selection, (2) order and organization, and (3) use.^
One educational journal, the Audio-Visual Guide.^ carries the
statement that the use of textbooks alone regardless of their worth,
does not suffice and can no longer be considered adequate as a medliun
of Instruction. It is also stated that teachers are becoming increas¬
ingly aware of the need to employ a wide variety of materials and media
to meet the range in abilities. Interests and attitudes of boys and
girls.
Audio-visual materials are recommended to teachers and libra¬
rians as readily as books and students learn to appreciate and enjoy the
various ways that books are presented. The materials are often cen¬
trally located in the school library in order to be easily accessible
to students and instructors. The librarian cares for the audio-visual
materials, cataloging, publicizing or checking in and out as often as
^Virginia Tozier, "What Motivates Secondary School Voluntary
Reading?" Wilson Library Bulletin. XXX (October, 1955), 168.
^Edward T. Schofield, "Basically a Library Service; A-V Aids in
the Modem Library Program," School Libraries. V (January, 1956), 5*
"The Library as an Instructional Materials Center," Audio-
Visual Guide, XXI (May, 1955), 13.
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requests come to the library. Student helpers can be trained to care
for and to operate the equipment which will be a valuable assistance to
teachers and librarians.
Annotated book lists.—-Librarians use this method for motivating
library use by constantly informing the instructors of materials that
are available in their various subject fields. This method is valuable
to student library users when there are research papers to be written or
other specific assignments. When using the buying guides librarians
rely upon the Annotated Book Lists as aids in making book selections.
Students, making a study of future careers, professions or Jobs,
came to the library with questions. In response, says Marie Beh3mier,^
the librarian came upon the idea that a survey of books might possibly
help. Books that give some general Information about vocations were
considered first. Then fiction, biography, and a few others were con¬
sidered for information they might contain. Such books were listed as
the library had or had recently been purchased that could be found in
the University High School Library. The Annotated Book List is Included
in this article.
Book lists may frequently be called to the attention of teachers
and students in regard to specific subject fields. Joseph F. Shubert
states:
Booklists need not be limited to the monotonous "new books in
the library." They can be dressed up in many ways. Real selectiv¬
ity and short, provocative annotations should be used in making up
subject lists. The librarian need not depend exclusively upon his
^Marie Behymer, "Careers and Professions Fiction and Non¬
fiction for Eighth Grade," Illinois Libraries. XXVIII (March, 1956), 53.
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own lists. Permission to reproduce those of other librarians often
is easily granted. Do not be afraid to ask for It.l
Freida M. Heller^ in the High School Journal presents a list of
titles for the adolescent who seeks help in understanding himself and a
list of titles which the library will provide for the girl who wants to
become popular. There is a list for those students who plan to take on
marriage and family responsibility immediately upon leaving school or
the problem may be that of choosing a way to make a living, or the prob¬
lem of spending money.
A list of titles is offered for the library that is designed to
play a real role in education for democracy, so it will offer fiction
and biography giving a deeper insight into the needs of minority groups
and developing a sense of kinship with other people. She considers the
fact that high school youth want understanding on some of the problems
that are holding the attention of the entire world.
Dr. Hilary J. Deason^ points out that the American Association
for the Advancement of Science has published an annotated catalog of the
traveling library. This catalog is available to teachers and school
librarians on request. The authors favor the use of annotated book lists
as another method of motivating gifted students to use the library.
Library clubs.—Another important method of motivating library
use is through library clubs. Students who enjoy books and library work
^Joseph F. Shubert, "Developing Interest in the School Library,"
Wilson Library Bulletin. XXX (October, 1955), 172.
freida M. Heller, "The Library in the School's Reading Program,"
High School Journal. XXXIX (December, 1955), 163.
^Hilary J, Deason, "Traveling High School Science Libraries,"
Science, CXXIV (Noveinber 23, 1956), 1017.
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will be interested in becoming members, Gladys S, Ward tells how stu¬
dents from other fields may be attracted to library clubs:
...Art students enjoy preparing bulletin board displays and keeping
a scrapbook of club activities. Speech and music majors represent
the library club on school radio, and television programs. Many
boys want to learn to operate audio-visual equipment. The library
can use carpenters, mechanics, and electricians in addition to
typists, artists, and bookworms.
In recognition of the work done by students each year she says:
Each year we have a library "Appreciation Day" when we invite
parents to visit the library and the school and attend our meeting.
We present certificates of appreciation to all students who have
been members for a full year, and those who have worked two hours
per week, the minimum required for club membership. We recognize
all seniors and present gifts to those who have been members for
four years. At conclusion we name the "Librarian of the Year" the
student who contributed most to the library that year.^
Under the slogan "Readers are Leaders" as explained in Publish-
ers* Weekly, there is a plan which involves modest awards as motivation
for successive stages in reading achievement.
A specific aim of library clubs is to stimulate students to do
more and better reading and to learn to use library resources. This has
been pointed out by the authors and various procedures are used to en¬
courage students to acquire good reading habits. Two authors explained
the use of field trips to other libraries and the effectiveness in
stimulating interest in library clubs.
Informal book talks,—Group discussions of books in an Informal
manner provide a broader knowledge of the library and stimulate less
Interested readers to create the desire to know what the books contain.
^Gladys S. Ward, "Library Clubs: Proving Ground for Future
Librarians," Library Journal. LXXXII (November 15, 1957), 2945,
2
"Library Club Reports Growth in Reading Motivation Program,"
Publishers' Weekly. CLXX (October 22, 1956), 1968.
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When librarians are invited into the classroom or any public meeting
with students and teachers, the librarian may use book talks to acquaint
the students with interesting materials which the library contains. An
example of student use of Book Talks is emphasized by Martha S. Rowse in
Library Journal. She states:
What good times we have as we talk together about the books we
have read during the past week! The teacher often joins in and
makes things more interesting. I urge the boys and girls to tell
us about the books which they have thoroughly enjoyed, for it is
such fun "to sell" others in reading a book which you have liked*
I assure them that their opinions are a real help to me, for in
talking with other classes, I often quote from their remarks,^
Book Talks are among the methods used by teachers and librarians
to encourage the slow, reluctant or indifferent readers to venture into
voluntary reading. Book discussions by students are favored by one
author as being more effective than book reports. Another author re¬
ports that students in a Seattle, Washington High School are trained
to present book talks on science books* This attempt to stimulate
recreational reading through science books was successful.
Book reviews,—This motivational method is being used frequently
by high school students. Librarians and instructors are encouraging
student participation in Book Reviews,
Winora S, Richardson tells how a newspaper requested Book Re¬
views on a teen level. The plan agreed was to select five titles each
week, submit them to the English classes and let the students volunteer
to review any books that appealed to them. This project was successful
^Martha S. Rowse, "Enjoying Books Together," Library Journal.
LXXXIII (January 15, 1958), 214,
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and the author asserts:
.. .At the library we posted clippings of the reviews over the actual
books, and at the end of the school year we were more than satisfied
with the response. Our big objective had been to build positive
reading habits....^
Book reviewing is one method used by a vocational school to gain
interest and motivate the students including the non-academic to do more
and better reading. Charles G. Spiegler^ tells how the Book Reviewers
or Kid Critics stimulated students to do more reading. Books were read,
discussed and enjoyed and as a result students were soon reading on an
average of one good book a month.
In selecting books for the science program the teachers requested
reviews of those available before the sets of books arrived. Book Re¬
views written in open book style were among the displays presented at a
library club tea sponsored by a junior high school library.
^Winora S. Richardson, "Titles for Teens," Library Journal.
LXXXIII (February 15, 1958), 622.
O
Charles G. Spiegler, "Vocational Students Can Be Interested in
Reading," School Libraries. VI (January, 1957), 8.
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES
Chapter II gave an analysis of methods of motivating the use of
the high school library that were selected from periodical literature
written from 1955 through 1958* In the present chapter questionnaires
that contain these motivational methods are analyzed. In 1958 the
librarians attending the Atlanta University Summer School were inter¬
viewed to ascertain the methods they employed to motivate the use of
high school libraries.
Questionnaires were circulated among the high school librarians
to collect the data needed for this study. Thirty-two librarians re¬
sponded; of this nundjer 12 were senior high school librarians, one was
a junior high school librarian, and 19 were serving in combination
elementary and high school libraries (see Table 5).
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Nine states were represented in the sample. Table 6 shows that
11 librarians were employed in the state of Georgia, seven were eiiq>loyed
in Alabama, five in Florida, and two were employed in each of three
states: Mississippi, North Carolina and Texas; one librarian was em~
ployed in each of three states: Louisiana, South Carolina and Tennessee.
Eighteen of the librarians were employed as full-time librarians and 14
were teacher-librarians.
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ANALYSIS OF THE SCHOOLS BY STATE
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An analysis was made of the motivational methods used by the
librarians according to the number of references to the frequency and
effectiveness of each method. Exhibits and Displays were checked 29
times as the most effective method; Publicity was checked 28 times
rating as the second most effective method. Student Assistants was
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checked 27 times, rating third as the most effective method; Instruction
was checked 25 times. Teacher Relationships with Librarians that Moti¬
vate Library Use was checked 22 times. Library Clubs 18 times, Audio-
Visual Aids 17 times. Pupil Reading Interests 12, Guidance nine. Anno¬
tated Book Lists and Book Reviews were checked eight times each.
Annotated Book Lists and Pupil Reading Interests rated highest
as the less effective methods; Book Reviews rated second; Guidance
third; Teacher Relationships with Librarians that Motivate Library Use
and Informal Book Talks were rated fourth; Library Clubs and Audio-
Visual Aids rated fifth; Instruction sixth; Publicity seventh; and
Exhibits and Displays were rated eighth as less effective methods.
Of the least effective methods Audio-Visual Aids and Annotated
Book Lists rated highest; Library Clubs were second; Book Reviews third;
Informal Book Talks fourth; Guidance and Teacher Relationships with
Librarians that Motivate Library Use rated fifth. Instruction, Public¬
ity, Pupil Reading Interests and Student Assistants were rated sixth;
Exhibits and Displays were not checked as a least effective method.
A total of 355 references were checked in the questionnaires by
the librarians. Two hundred references were made to the most effective
methods, 91 to those less effective and 34 references were made to the
least effective methods (see Table 7).
It was discovered that other techniques were used by the libra¬
rians to implement the use of high school libraries. The questionnaires
revealed that assembly and chapel programs, the school newspaper, infor¬
mal faculty gatherings, library instruction at the beginning of the
school term, library quizzes on books and the use of the intercommunica¬
tion system for advertising library materials were reported by five
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TABLE 7
ANALYSIS OF THE FREQUENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF
MOTIVATIONAL METHODS USED BY LIBRARIANS
Motivational Most Less Least
Methods Effective Effective Effective Total
Exhibits and Displays 29 1 • * ♦ 30
Publicity 28 2 1 31
Student Assistants 27 1 1 29
Instruction 25 4 1 30
Teacher Relationships
With Librarians that
Motivate Library Use 22 7 2 31
Informal Book Talks 20 7 3 30
Library Clubs 18 6 5 29
Audio-Visual Aids 17 6 7 30
Guidance 16 12 2 30
Pupil Reading
Interests 12 16 1 29
Annotated Book Lists 8 16 7 31
Book Reviews 8 13 4 25
Total 230 91 34 355
senior high school librarians. Films and filmstrips, story hours,
summer reading programs, assembly programs, special days, book week and
library week programs, book teas in the library, and classroom talks
during informal visits to classes were techniques listed by seven of
the elementary and high school librarians.
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Other information requested in the questionnaires related to the
number of students in the schools, average daily attendance to the libra¬
ry and the reasons for non-attendance, the preparation of the librarians,
the employment as full time or as teacher-librarians, the use of student
and clerical assistants, and the place of library instruction in the
program of the schools*
Enrollment of students in the high schools*—The questionnaires
revealed that there were 22,568 students enrolled in the 32 high
schools; 7,689 of this number were reported by senior high school libra¬
rians; 623 by the junior high school librarian; and 14,256 were reported
enrolled in the elementary and high schools (see Table 8).
Average dally attendance of students to the libraries.—A total
of 5,230 students were reported to have attended the libraries each day;
2,295 were reported by the senior high school librarians; 136 by the
junior high school librarian; and 2,799 were reported by the elementary
and high school librarians (see Table 9).
Reasons for the non-attendance of students to the library*—
Twenty-seven librarians checked the reasons why high school students
did not come to the library. No Free Periods rated highest as the rea¬
son for non-attendance, it was checked 21 times; Lack of Interest in
Reading and Lack of Motivation were checked 12 times each, rating the
second highest; Supervised Study was checked 10 times rating third
highest; the Lack of Adequate Library Facilities and Textbook Centered
Instruction were checked nine times each rating fourth highest; Physical
Instruction Progrsim was checked eight times rating fifth; School Direc¬
ted Work or Activity and Use of Classroom Collections were checked four
times each, thus, rating sixth; Use of Resources Outside the Library
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1,149 623 1,400 3,172
950 * « « 1, 274 2, 224
940 1,200 2,140
851 t» » * 1,100 1,951
750 « ♦ ♦ 975 1,725
500 # » * 910 1,410
500 « # 832 1,332
487 * •- « 700 1,187
450 • • ♦ 696 1,146
412 * * « 650 1,062
400 650 1,050
300 • ♦ ♦ 641 941
♦ ♦ • • • • 566 566
» • » 522 522
♦ • ♦ 520 520
» # • » 500 500
• • ♦ • • ♦ 475 475
» • • * « * 410 410
♦ • ♦ 235 235
Total 7,689 623 14,256 22,568
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450 136 350 936
450 « * • 300 750
350 « ♦ « 270 620
280 « • • 250 530
150 • * « 250 400
150 « « • 200 350
105 175 280
105 » « • 152 257
85 • * ♦ 150 235
75 130 205
70 • • * 120 190
25 112 137
♦ ♦ ♦ 80 80
* « • • 75 75
• • • 70 70
♦ « « « ♦ ♦ 40 40
* ♦ • • • 30 30
* ♦ « « • • 30 30
♦ ♦ « • ♦ 15 15
Total 2,295 136 2,799 5,230
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received two checks and rated as seventh highest reason* Ninety-one
reasons were given for non-attendance to the library} 29 were listed by
the senior high school librarians; four by the junior high school
librarian; and 62 reasons were checked by the elementary and high
school librarians (see Table 10)*
Number of semester hours training in library service.—The 12
senior high school librarians had received more than 18 semester hours
training in library service. Sixty-six was the highest ntamber of hours
received by one librarian; 45 was the second highest number received by
two librarians; 39 was the fourth highest; 33 was the fifth; 24 was the
sixth; two librarians had received 21 hours each, thus, rating seventh;
one with 20 hours training rated eighth; and two with 18 hours each
rated ninth in semester hours training. The junior high school libra¬
rian had received 12 semester hours training.
The highest number of semester hours training received by the
librarians serving in the elementary and high schools was 45; the second
highest was 36 received by two librarians; 32 was the fourth highest
received by two librarians; 29 was fifth; 27 was sixth; 24 was the
seventh; 22 1/3 was eighth; 21 was ninth highest received by four libra¬
rians; 17 was the tenth; 15 was eleventh, and 14 was the twelfth highest
number of hours.
Eight hundred seventy-seven and one-third semester hours of
training were received by 31 librarians; 384 hours were received by the
senior high school librarians; 12 hours by the junior high school libra¬
rian; and 481 hours were received by the librarians serving in the com¬
bination elementary and high school libraries (see Table 11),
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No Free Periods 4 1 16 21
Lack of Interest in Reading 3 1 8 12
Lack of Motivation 5 » * « 7 12
Supervised Study 3 1 6 10
Lack of Adequate Library Facilities 3 1 5 9
Textbook Centered Instruction 2 ♦ ♦ ♦ 7 9
Physical Education Program 3 • « ♦ 5 8
School Directed Work or Activity 1 ♦ ♦♦ 3 4
Use of Classroom Collections • ♦ * » • • 4 4
Use of Resources Outside the School 1 ♦ « 1 2













66 12 45 123
45 36 81
45 36 81
39 • ♦ • 34 73
34 * • 34 68
33 32 65
24 32 56
21 * « 29 50
21 ♦ ♦ • 27 48
20 24 44
18 22^/3 40V 3
18 21 39
• • • • « t» 21 21
21 21
♦ * « • • • 21 21
♦ ♦ » • • * 17 17
• « ♦ ♦ • 15 15
♦ # • • « ♦ 14 14
Total 384 12 481Va 877V3
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Six of the librarians had received degrees in library service;
four were senior high school librarians and two were in the elementary
and high schools*
Ntimber of librarians employed in the high schools*'-«»Thirtv*one
librarians were reported to be employed in the 32 high schools; 11 were
employed in the senior high schools; one in the Junior high school; and
19 in the elementary and high school libraries. Two librarians did not
respond to this part of the questionnaire and one reported that there
were two librarians employed at one school.
Number of classes taught in the use of the library and its
resources.-**Twenty-four of the librarians reported that they taught
classes in the Use of the Library and Its Resources, nine were senior
high school librarians; one was junior high and 14 were elementary and
high school librarians. Ten senior high school librarians stated that
Library Instruction was taught in the English, science and social
studies classes; one stated that Library Instruction was taught to all
classes with the aid of the English teachers directly and other teachers
indirectly; the junior high school librarian stated that Library Instruc¬
tion was taught in the English and reading classes; 18 of the elementary
and high school librarians stated that it was taught in the English
classes and to the student library club; one stated that Library Instruc¬
tion was taught as the need arose, another named the elementary grades.
One librarian reported visiting the English classes to give Instiniction
in the Use of the Library and Its Resources.
Subjects taught by the teacher-librarians.—Fourteen librarians
reported that they taught classes in English, dramatics, French and
social studies. Six senior high school librarians taught; seven of the
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elementary and high school librarians taught; two of them reported
teaching seventh grade classes; and one junior high school librarian
taught two English classes.
Number of student assistants in the high school libraries.—The
number of student assistants in each library was reported in the major¬
ity of the questionnaires. Twenty-six was the highest number listed by
one librarian; 21 was the second highest number; 14 was third, listed by
two librarians; 13 was fourth highest; 12 fifth; 10 sixth; as listed by
two librarians; eight was seventh; seven eighth; six ninth; and four was
listed as the tenth highest number. Twenty-six student assistants were
listed by the junior high school librarian.
The highest number of Student Assistants listed by the elemen¬
tary and high school librarians was 39; the second highest was 20; third
was 12 as listed by two librarians; 10 was the fourth highest number
listed by three librarians; eight, the fifth highest number was listed
by two librarians; five was sixth highest as listed by two librarians;
three librarians listed four as the seventh highest number; one listed
three; and one listed two student assistants.
A total of 339 student assistants were listed by 31 of the libra¬
rians; 145 were listed by the 12 senior high school librarians; one
junior high school librarian listed 26; and 18 of the elementary and
high school librarians listed a total of 168 (see Table 12). Two senior
high school librarians reported that each had a clerical assistant.
Number of teachers employed in the high schools.—The librarians
who responded to the questionnaires were requested to state the number
of teachers employed in each school. It was found that 856 teachers
were employed in the 32 high schools; 309 in the senior high schools; 23
were employed in the junior high school; and 524 in the elementary and
high schools (see Table 13).
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26 26 39 91
21 ♦ ♦ • 20 41
14 12 26
14 » * » 12 26
13 10 23
12 • * • 10 22
10 • « » 10 20
10 * « • 8 18
8 * • • 8 16
7 • • 6 13
6 • « # 6 12
4 5 9
• ♦ • ♦ 5 5
« # • * ♦ • 4 4
« » » * ♦ * 4 4
* * «> 3 3
« ♦ * 4> « • 2 2
• • » ♦ ♦ # 4 4
Total 145 26 168 339
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46 23 56 125
42 « ♦ • 40 82
32 ♦ ♦ • 41 73
38 ♦ » 36 74
27 ♦ « « 30 57
25 27 52
25 ♦ ♦ * 43 68
20 ♦ » * 25 45
11 ♦ « « 25 36
13 • • » 25 38
18 # ♦ » 27 45
12 ♦ • « 24 36
* * « ♦ • • 20 20
« ♦ « 17 17
» • * # ♦ 21 21
• 4K » ♦ • • 23 23
« * 4> « « 20 20
• * « ♦ « 14 14
« ♦ * « 10 10
Total 309 23 524 856
CHAPTER IV
COMPARISON OF THE METHODS
This study has advanced through two approaches: (1) an analysis
of periodical articles reporting methods of motivating the use of the
high school library, (2) an analysis of questionnaires in which the same
methods are employed by librarians working in high school libraries. A
comparison will be made of th*e methods discussed by the authors in the
literature with those applied by the librarians using the question¬
naires.
Methods already in use,—The questionnaires revealed that the
methods discussed in the literature were also used by the librarians;
however, some methods were not used as extensively as others. The lit¬
erature has presented the views of the authors as evidence of motiva¬
tional methods most frequently employed by the librarians. The litera¬
ture revealed that Teacher Relationships with Librarians that Motivate
Library Use, Pupil Reading Interests, Guidance, Instruction, Publicity,
Exhibits and Displays, Student Assistants and Audio-Visual Aids were
the most frequently discussed motivational methods. Annotated Book
Lists, Library Clubs, Informal Book Talks, and Book Reviews were the
methods discussed less frequently by the authors.
The questionnaires show that Exhibits and Displays, Publicity,
Student Assistants, Instruction, Teacher Relationships with Librarians
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that Motivate Library Use, Informal Book Talks and Library Clubs were
the methods most effectively used by the librarians; while Audio-Visual
Aids, Guidance, Pupil Reading Interests, Annotated Book Lists and Book
Reviews were methods also used by the librarians to a lesser degree of
effectiveness*
Annotated Book Lists, Pupil Reading Interest, Book Reviews,
Teacher Relationships with Librarians that Motivate Library Use, Infor¬
mal Book Talks and Library Clubs were rated highest of the less effec¬
tive methods that received a lower rating*
The methods considered least effective by the librarians re¬
sponding to the questionnaires were: Audio-Visual Aids, Annotated Book
Lists, Library Clubs, Book Reviews, Informal Book Talks, Guidance and
Teacher Relationships with Librarians that Motivate Library Use; while
Instruction, Publicity, Pupil Reading Interests and Student Assistants
rated lowest in effectiveness as recorded from the questionnaires*
Methods not extensively used.—The methods that were discussed
the fewest nuniber of times in the literature and those that were checked
the fewest number of times in the questionnaires were considered the
methods that' are not extensively used*
The four methods least discussed by the authors were: Annotated
Book Lists, Library Clubs, Informal Book Talks and Book Reviews* Anno¬
tated Book Lists were discussed a total.of 31 times in 10 periodicals;
Library Clubs were discussed 21 times in nine periodicals; Informal Book
Talks were discussed 16 times in six periodicals; and Book Reviews were
discussed 10 times in five periodicals.
The four methods that were checked the fewest number of times by
the librarians were; Library Clubs, Pupil Reading Interests, Student
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Assistants^ and Book Reviews. Library Clubs, Pupil Reading Interests,
and Student Assistants were checked a total of 29 times each by the
librarians; Book Reviews were checked 25 times, thus, receiving the
lowest rating in effectiveness for the motivational methods that were
checked by the librarians.
Methods stated in the articles»~-Each article contained from one
to 12 motivational methods, expressing the point of view or ideas of the
authors. The articles that pertained to a specific method have been
compiled and listed by year according to the method stressed. In 1955
seven articles related to Publicity, six related to Teacher Relation¬
ships with Librarians that Motivate Library Use; four related to Pupil
Reading Interests; three to Student Assistants; one to Instruction; two
to Audio-Visual Aids; and one each was related to Guidance, Exhibits and
Displays, and Library Clubs. In 1956 two articles related to Teacher
Relationships with Librarians that Motivate Library Use; six related to
Pupil Reading Interests; one related to Publicity; four to Student
Assistants; three to Instruction; one to Audio-Visual Aids; one to Guid¬
ance; two to Exhibits and Displays; one to Library Clubs; one to Anno¬
tated Book Lists; and one to Book Talks. In 1957 four articles related
to Teacher Relationships with Librarians that Motivate Library Use; six
related to Pupil Reading Interests; two related to Publicity; four
related to Student Assistants; four to Instruction; two to Audio-Visual
Aids; one to Guidance; and two related to Exhibits and Displays, In
1958, 11 articles related to Teacher Relationships with Librarians
that Motivate Library Use; five related to Pupil Reading Interests;
six related to Publicity; five to Student Assistants; seven to
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Instruction; two to Annotated Book Lists; and one to Book Reviews
(see Table 14),
Results of the findings,-»»In view of the methods discussed In
Chapter II In which the motivational methods were discussed by the
authors and checked by the librarians In the questionnaires It has been
found that Teacher Relationships with lilbrarlans that Motivate Library
Use were discussed 80 times In fifteen periodicals and were checked 31
times by the librarians; Pupil Reading Interests which were discussed
76 times by the authors was checked 29 times by the librarians; Guidance
was discussed 64 times by the authors and checked 30 times by the libra¬
rians; Instruction was discussed 63 times by the authors and was checked
30 times by the librarians; Publicity which was discussed 56 times by
the authors was checked 31 times by the librarians; Exhibits and Dis¬
plays were discussed 46 times by the authors and checked 30 times by
the librarians responding to the questionnaires. Student Assistants
were discussed 39 times by the authors and checked 29 times by the
librarians; Audlo-Vlsvial Aids were discussed 34 times by the authors
and checked 30 times by the librarians; Annotated Book Lists were dis¬
cussed 31 times by the authors and checked 29 times by the librarians;
Library Clubs were discussed 21 times by the authors and checked 29
times by the librarians; Informal Book Talks were discussed 16 times
by the authors and checked 30 times by the librarians; Book Reviews
which were discussed 10 times by the authors were checked 25 times by
the librarians who used the questionnaires.
The 12 motivational methods discussed In this study were made
possible by contributions that students, librarians, and educators have
made In periodical literature to promote the use of high school
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TABLE 14
NUMBER OF PERIODICAL ARTICLES, 1955-1958, ON MOTIVATING
PUPIL LIBRARY USE BY METHOD AND BY YEAR
Motivational Methods 1955 1956 1957 1958 Total
Teacher Relationships
with Librarians that
Motivate Library Use 6 2 4 11 23
Pupil Reading Interests 4 6 6 5 21
Publicity 7 1 2 6 16
Student Assistants 3 4 4 5 16
Instruction 1 3 4 7 15
Audio-Visual Aids 2 1 2 « ♦ « 5
Guidance 1 1 3 5
Exhibits and Displays 1 2 1 4
Library Clubs 1 1 2 4
Annotated Book Lists ♦ * # 1 • * • 2 3
Book Talks » » « 1 * ♦ « « 1
Book Reviews ♦ ♦ tk ♦ * ♦ 1 1
Total 26 23 28 37 114
libraries. The effective use of these motivational methods Is the
result of cooperation and participation expressed by high school libra¬
rians who employ them In their libraries. It may be concluded then,
that library education may be challenging and stimulating.
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